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Abstract 

The European spallation source (ESS), as a world-class high power proton accelerator facility, will 

be the first one to adopt 26 double spoke resonators (DSR) at its low energy section. As a new 

superconducting accelerating structure, these DSRs are therefore considered as a key technology 

and challenge of the whole project. They will be the first DSRs in the world to be commissioned 

for a high power proton accelerator. As a milestone, the first DSR prototype cryomodule for ESS 

project was successfully tested at the FREIA Laboratory.  In this qualification of the prototype 

cryomodule, the whole chain of RF station, RF distribution, fundamental power coupler (FPC), 

DSRs, cold tuning system (CTS) and low level radio frequency (LLRF) system, as well as the testing 

procedure have been verified on preparation for the industrialized cryomodules. Both cavities in 

the prototype cryomodule achieved nominal accelerating gradient, with the maximum gradient of 

15 MV/m and 10.5 MV/m for cavity 1 and cavity 2 respectively. Based on the calorimetrical 

method, the dynamic heat load measurement showed that the cavity power consumption is around 

0.5 W and therefore the intrinsic quality factor is consistent with the vertical test. This report 

presents the test configuration, RF conditioning history and first high power performance of this 

cryomodule. 
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1. Introduction 

ESS, the European Spallation Source, will be an accelerator-driven facility contributing for academia and 

industry scientific research topic using neutron beams. The project started construction in 2014, aims for 

hot commissioning in 2022 and the user program for the earliest instruments is set to open in 2023 [1][2]. 

 

Figure 1 :The layout of ESS linac 

The ESS linac will include a single family of β=0.5 bulk niobium double spoke resonators (DSR), 

operating at a temperature of 2 K and at a frequency of 352.21 MHz [3].  A total of 26 DSRs, grouped in 

pairs in 13 cryomodules, aim for accelerating the proton beam from 90 to 216 MeV between the normal 

conducting section and the elliptical superconducting cavities, as shown in Figure 1. The required peak RF 

power to supply one cavity is about 250 kW for the 62.5 mA beam intensity, corresponding to 10 kW of 

average power at a duty factor of 5% [4]. According to the cryogenic design, this DSR should have a 

dynamic heat load less than 2.5 W at 2 K with respect to a goal of quality factor of 1.5×109 at a nominal 

gradient of 9 MV/m. 

 

Figure 2: Performance of ESS DSR1(Romea) in vertical test 

 

The FREIA laboratory (Facility for Research Instrumentation and Accelerator Development) at 

Uppsala University is developing the ESS superconducting spoke linac [5][6]. From 2015, low power test 

of a dressed spoke cavity (Germain) had been done at FREIA to verify the hardware and test procedure 

[7] [8]. Afterword the qualification of a cavity package, a DSR (Romea) with its fundamental power coupler 
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(FPC) was tested with low level radio frequency (LLRF) system and radio frequency (RF) station, which 

represented an important verification before the module assembly [9]. In 2019, the first DSR prototype 

cryomodule (CM) for ESS project was successfully tested at FREIA. As a milestone before the spoke CM 

mass production, the whole chain of RF station, RF distribution, FPC, DSRs, cold tuning system (CTS) 

and LLRF system, as well as the testing procedure were verified. Most of the technical issues as well as 

operating procedures were thoroughly studied, optimized and validated. The experience provides a 

precious guidance for the coming 13 series CMs and is obviously important for the commissioning in the 

ESS tunnel. 

In the verification of the prototype CM, two DSRs (Romea and Giulietta) had been fabricated and 

selected for the high power test. The ESS spoke cavities were designed and completed their vertical tests 

at IPN Orsay. The test results of the cavity performance in low power test are shown in Figure 2 and 

Figure 3. Both cavities showed promising quality factors of  about 1×1010 and a maximum Eacc above 12 

MV/m [10]. Note that 600 ℃ baking was applied in the cavity post processing in order to prevent Q 

disease. One cavity was previously tested at FREIA with its power coupler [11]. 

 

Figure 3: Performance of ESS DSR2 (Giulietta) in vertical test 

2. Test stand  

  Test stand 

The high power test stand at FREIA for the ESS DSR prototype CM consists of  two high power RF 

stations running with tetrode tubes, two high power circulator protection devices, a water cooling 

system, two loads, and two LLRF systems based on either self-excited loop (SEL), open loop or closed 

loop with proportional integrate (PI) feedback (FB) function.  
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Therefore, three major loop settings were available for the CM test as detailed below. Both 

advantages and drawbacks of  each loop were carefully studied and tested with the prototype CM. Some 

concerns, such as consuming time, loop complexity and risk of  mis-operation were the major criteria 

for optimizing test strategy for the series CM.  

1) SEL: 

A SEL includes a digital phase shifter and gain-controller (based on NI FlexRIO FPGA and NI 

5782R transceiver and data acquisition modules), was developed as a substitute at FREIA since 2015 

in order to manage test despite lacking a tuner feedback controller. This system was successfully 

tested on a dressed DSR and a DSR package. The diagram of the SEL block at FREIA was shown 

in Figure 4.  

 

Figure 4: diagram of the SEL block at FREIA 

           This SEL can automatically follow the cavity resonant frequency without a RF signal source 

and therfore become one of the top choices for high Q measurement with critical coupling [12]. 

As to a CM test, thanks to the FPC, a cavity-system bandwidth of around 2 kHz is big 

enough for charging and maintaining the RF field with the help of a pre-tuning system.  On the 

other hand, between different test phases such as powering a cavity after FPC conditioning, 

swapping loop between open loop and SEL is rather complex process. The strategy of using a 

SEL will then cost more time resource and with a higher risk of mistakes. Last but not least, a 

SEL requires a more sophisticated quench detection system in order to cut the power whenever 

an unexpected incident occurs.  
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2) Close loop with FB mode: 

 

          One prototype ESS LLRF system, installed and integrated into the EPICS control system at 

FREIA, was developed at Lund University and it will be used to regulate the superconducting 

spoke cavities [13]. So far, since the tuner feedback controller is still under development, only PI 

is fully working in a close loop control. Namely, the ESS LLRF system uses only RF power 

compensation to control the accelerating field both in phase and amplitude. This function has 

been successfully tested with the prototype CM. With this loop setting, the system can easily swap 

between an open and a closed loop without hardware modification and therefor save a lot of 

manpower and time. But this running method requires PI parameter optimization for each 

individual cavity, which costs a non-neglectable amount of time. What’s more, with a limit peak 

power of 400 kW from the RF station, the margin of power compensation might not be enough 

to maintain the accelerating field above nominal gradient. The field flatness might not be perfect 

but is durable in the ESS CM test because of a loose tolerance of quality factor measurement.   

3) Open loop: 

          With different signal sources, an open loop setting is always available and is mainly used for 

the FPC conditioning and some other cavity parameters monitoring. Figure 5 shows one example 

of the open loop schematic at FREIA. While choosing the ESS LLRF system as a signal source 

in the open loop, this loop is mostly simplified and only some software settings are required 

throughout the whole test procedure. 

            

Figure 5: Diagram of open loop for cavity 1(Romea) of ESS cryomodule 
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From the lesson of the prototype CM, in order to maximize safety and to minimize interference, the 

FB mode based on the ESS LLRF system will be the first choice for RF measurements and, the open loop 

using ESS LLRF system as a signal source will be applied for FPC conditioning.  The SEL will be used as 

a backup system for ESS series CM test. 

  Interlock system 

An interlock system has been implemented in the test. The NI compact RIO system integrates all interlock 

signals from the FPC/cavity/loop and sends out an overall interlock control during RF on.  The diagram 

of interlock system at FREIA is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6: Interlock system at FREIA 

Please note that some redundancy interlocks from the cryogenic side were also introduced into the 

system in order to protect against a harmful quench event.  These cryogenic sanity checks include following 

items: 

a. Cavity temperature 

b. Liquid helium pressure 

c. Liquid helium level 

 

So far, a fast quench detection based on loaded Q monitoring and FPGA technology has been 

developed at FREIA. This system is fast enough to cut the RF between pulses whenever a preventive 

indicator gives an alarm. The first version has been verified in the prototype CM test and will be equipped 

in future tests.  

 Test software  

In order to reach high efficiency and high accuracy of  measurement, several LabView interfaces were fully 

developed at FREIA. There is a cavity monitoring interface during cooldown/warm-up, an automatic 

coupler conditioning system and a RF measurement interface. Figure 7 and Figure 8 give some examples 

of  these LabView interfaces. This conditioning system was tested with the ESS DSR package and high-

beta elliptical cavity package to verify the logic and related hardware from 2017. 
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Figure 7 : The FREIA high power test interface 

 Test programme 

By using above hardware and software, the test of spoke prototype CM has the following verification 

goals: 

1) Cooling procedures,  

2) FPC conditioning procedure, coupler ability and performance,  

3) Cavity intrinsic ability, accelerating performance, 

4) LLRF ability and performance,  

5) High power RF amplifier performance in combination with the cavity and LLRF, 

6) CTS performance.  

 

Figure 8: Example of automatic conditioning program at FREIA. This program is based on LabView 

platform, with functions reading or publishing data from/to EPICS system.  
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3. System integration and CM assembly 

A prototype valve box was installed and connected to the FREIA cryo-plant where it will be permanently 

located for the coming 13 series CM acceptance testing [14]. The prototype valve box is slightly modified 

from the final series to adapt it to the FREIA cryogenic infrastructure using a buffer helium tank and 

using liquid nitrogen for the thermal shield cooling. Several cryogenic experiments of  this valve box were 

accomplished at FREIA in order to check the performance of  the instrumentation and equipment inside 

after the long-distance shipping as well as the leak-tightness of  all piping. However, while working at 4 K, 

the presence of  thermo-acoustic oscillations was found. In order to reduce this effect, a small volume with 

a needle valve was added to an existing pipe. The prototype CM equipped with the FPC and cold tuning 

system was shipped to FREIA, where it was then connected to the doorknob, the valve box, the cryo-

plant and the high power system. The doorknob is located at a compact space right below the CM and 

therefore was installed on-site before moving the CM into the bunker. Its successful installation proves 

the feasibility of  mechanical construction design and gives a standard procedure for future CM 

installations at FREIA and ESS. A vacuum pumping cart provided by ESS was then connected to the CM 

beam vacuum in a portable clean room.  

Figure 9 shows the prototype CM and valve box installed at FREIA.  

 

Figure 9: ESS DSR prototype CM installed at FREIA  

4. Coupler conditioning  

The FPC RF power processing both at room temperature and 4K were thoroughly completed before the 

high power RF test. There were two full runs of  FPC conditioning for the prototype CM. The first run 

was from 27th February to 25th March 2019 while the second run was after a big thermal cycle from 18th 

April to 24th April 2019. 
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Limited by the pumping capacity and availability of  the RF power stations, the FPC conditioning of  

each cavity inside the CM was conducted one after the other.  At FREIA the FPC conditioning is done in 

an open loop with standing wave regime at 14 Hz repetition rate. In order to avoid electromagnetic field 

building in the cavity, RF frequencies of  353 MHz, way outside the cavity bandwidth, were chose for room 

temperature and 4 K. In addition, the cavity field level was always monitored to prevent accidental 

powering in the cavity. Note that only electron pickups were equipped as interlock protection and found 

to be sufficient during the FPC conditioning.   

 Conditioning algorithm 

In order to reduce damage from destructive factors, the FPC’s vacuum is chose as a leading preventive 

indicator. The conditioning procedure started from pulse lengths of  20 µs followed by ramping up to the 

full pulse length of  3200 µs. During each phase of  selected pulse length, the power is started from a low 

value and then ramped up step by step depending on various operating parameters. Finally, the maximum 

power of  400 kW is reached with a margin of  40 kW more than the ESS target power.  

Two software vacuum thresholds were adopted in this conditioning procedure. As long as the coupler 

vacuum kept below the first software threshold of  5E-7 mbar, RF power increased with a power increment 

of  0.1 dB. Once above the first software threshold, the controller held the RF output until the vacuum 

recovered. Otherwise, RF power was decreased by 3 dB if  the vacuum got worse, down to the second 

threshold at 5E-6 mbar. In this way, vacuum limits avoid local overheating or electrical arcing within the 

vacuum side, which otherwise would damage the fragile ceramic window in the coupler. The next phase 

should not be executed until the vacuum recovers below the first threshold. In parallel, an interlock system 

protected the RF components independently. Essential activities employed in the interlocks were electronic 

events, maximum forward power and vacuum. An arc detector on the ceramic window is under 

development and therefore was not adopted in this prototype test but will be integrated in the series CM 

test. 

Some key parameters are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1:  Main Parameters of Spoke Cavity Conditioning 

Parameter Value 

Loop control time [s] 1 

Pulse repeat rate [Hz] 14 

Vacuum upper limit [mbar] 5E-6 

Vacuum lower limit [mbar] 5E-7 

Hardware Vacuum threshold [mbar] 1E-5 

Initial pulse length [µs] 20* 

Pulse length step [µs] 20, 50, 100, 250, 500, 1000, 2000, 3200 

e- pickup interlock [mA] 2 

* For the coming 13 series CM, 50 µs might be chose as the initial pulse length due to the performance limit of the                

Electrosys RF station. 
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  Warm conditioning 

The FPCs warm conditioning was performed over a period of  a few weeks, as shown in Figure 10. RF 

powering was only on during working hours and technical interventions to the bunker and system 

troubleshooting caused additional down time. The effective time of  warm RF processing for each FPC 

was about 70 hours, including one main conditioning and two re-conditionings.  

 

Figure 10: Time plot of the warm conditioning of the two FPCs of the DSR prototype CM 

Figure 11 and Figure 12 show the first warm conditioning history of  the FPCs.  The criteria for a well-

conditioned FPC in our conditioning procedure was with outgassing constantly lower than the vacuum 

lower limit of  5E-7 mbar under full pulse length of  3.2 ms. The warm initial conditioning took about 50 

hours for one FPC. 

Unfortunately, during the FPC warm conditioning, re-conditionings were necessary because individual 

FPC conditioning caused a significant cross-contamination in the other FPC. A typical observation while 

repowering a conditioned FPC right after the other is a significant outgassing up to one magnitude higher 

than that in the initial run. Figure 13 shows an example of  FPC 2’s re-conditioning, during which the 

coupler vacuum became worse for pulses equal and longer than 2 ms. The re-conditioning program 

automatically cut the RF when the outgassing was higher than 1E-6 mbar in order to minimize further 

cross-contamination. The limited pumping capacity of  only one pumping cart connected to one side of  

the CM is considered to be the major reason for this cross-contamination: the offline coupler is easily 

polluted by the outgassing produced by the one under conditioning. Typical outgassing in a main 

conditioning was up to 5E-6 mbar and slowly recovered. 
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Figure 11: Warm conditioning history of FPC 1 (installed with Romea) 
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Figure 12: Warm conditioning history of FPC 2 (installed with Giulietta) 
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Figure 13: An example of FPC 2 reconditioning right after FPC 1. The outgassing rose significant and 

was limited by the software threshold of 1E-6 mbar. 

 

Eventually after about 20 hours re-conditioning, both FPCs were considered clean enough with an 

outgassing lower then 2E-7 mbar during 3.2 ms pulses, as shown in Figure 14 and  Figure 15.  Note that 

assuring FPCs are as clean as possible at warm is very important for a promising CM, because the pumping 

cart is only working at room temperature and is closed while at cold temperature, all dirt stuck in the closed 

volume will then have a negative effect in the CM performance.   

 

Figure 14: FPC 1’s performance after reconditioning with 3.2 ms pulses 
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Figure 15: FPC 2’s performance after reconditioning with 3.2 ms pulses 

 

Both in main conditioning and re-conditioning procedures, outgassing mainly occurred at the forward 

power region of  20-30 kW with short pulses and 40-50 kW with long pulses. These multipacting regions 

are consistent with those in the first high power test of  the ESS double-spoke cavity at the FREIA test 

stand in 2017 [15].  

 Cold conditioning 

 Thanks to the thorough conditioning at warm, the FPC processing at cold did not show substantial 

outgassing and took about only 3 hours for each FPC. Therefore, less than a day is sufficient for both 

FPCs’ cold conditioning, including loop swapping. Figure 16 and Figure 17 represent the history of  FPCs’ 

cold conditioning respectively. Also, no cross-contamination was observed at cold between the two FPCs. 

 

Figure 16 Cold conditioning history of FPC 1 
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Figure 17: Cold conditioning history of FPC 2 

 

 FPC conditioning conclusion 

Table 2 and Table 3 list the overview of  FPCs’ conditioning, from which the first and the second run 

represent the process before and after the full thermal cycle up to room temperature. From our experience, 

less outgassing from FPCs conditioning were observed after a big thermal cycle and long-term pumping. 

This positively indicates that, if  a good vacuum condition is maintained during shipping, an easy FPC 

conditioning might be sufficient at the ESS tunnel after the acceptance test at FREIA.  

Table 2: Summary of  FPC1 conditioning 

FPC1 
Warm Cold 

1st  2nd  1st  2nd 

Real time [h] 304 85 4.1 2 

Intervention  17 1 2 0 

Up time [h] 76 19 2.3 2 

Down time [h] 228 66 1.8 0 

 

We realize that FPC conditioning has become the most time consuming part throughout the whole CM 

test. To accomplish the test within schedule, shortening the FPC conditioning with high efficiency is 

obviously the biggest challenge. From precious experience obtained in this test, the total conditioning 

period is about 4 weeks (real time), which can be improved to 7 days (based on up time) or even 3 days if  

conditioning two couplers simultaneously.  
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Table 3: Summary of  FPC2 conditioning 

FPC2 
Warm Cold 

1st 2nd  1st  2nd 

Real time [h] 297 5 2.9 1.4 

Intervention 23 0 1 0 

Up time [h] 78 5 2.8 1.4 

Down time [h] 219 0 0.1 0 

 

In order to adopt simultaneously FPC conditioning, the following items need to be considered: 

1) Re-conditioning is required due to cross contamination, 

2) The down time is due to multiple reasons, within which RF station failure and stuck flowmeters 

are the major parts for system issues, 

3) The pumping capacity and stable operation of  two RF stations are major bottlenecks for 

simultaneously conditioning. 

 Investigation and improvement of FPC down time 

The coupler conditioning at warm required seven days in up time, but the process was oftenly interrupted 

and the real time was longer by a factor of  four. We have investigated and learned some important practical 

aspects, as shown in Figure 18. 

 

Figure 18: Causes of the down times for FPC conditioning 

 

1) At the beginning, the system was not designed for safe 24 hours operation and there was only 

RF on during working hours. In order to minimize the time for FPC conditioning, some 

embedded safety program was implemented in the current conditioning system, such as a 

watchdog program which can cut the RF whenever the software is non-responsive. This upgrade 

version allows for a reliable automatic conditioning running 24 hours without supervision. 
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2) The system issues were mainly due to blocked flow meters, trouble shooting of  the high power 

station, and communication or hardware issues in LLRF. They were all localized and solved 

during the prototype testing.  For example, two new flow meters function without any trouble by 

introducing extra filters. After two weeks running, some fiber-like dirt was found in the filters, as 

shown in Figure 19, considered to be the major reason for the failure of  flow meters. 

 

      

Figure 19: Filter installed before the water flow meter 

 

3)  The technical intervention was required to deal with other activities in the bunker, and will not 

happen during the series CM testing. 

On the other hand, several approaches are considered to further reduce the time schedule:  

1) Install a second pumping cart on the other side of  the CM in order to condition two couplers 

simultaneously,  

2) Optimize the vacuum thresholds, 

3) Pre-bake the FPC up to 120 ℃. To prevent a potential degradation of  cavity performance, the 

pre-baking option has been ruled out. 

Table 4: Cavity conditioning procedure comparison 

 Live time [h] Loop Conditioning strategy 

Cav1 1st run 6 Open loop 
   1 ms @ 14 Hz 

3.2 ms @ 14 Hz 

Cav1 2nd run 6 Open loop 
   1 ms @ 14 Hz 

3.2 ms @14 Hz 

Cav2 1st run 6.7 SEL 
   1 ms @ 14 Hz 

3.2 ms @14 Hz 

Cav2 2nd run 7.3 SEL 
3.2 ms @ 1 Hz 

3.2 ms @14 Hz 

Cav2 3rd run 7.4 SEL 
   1 ms @ 14 Hz 

3.2 ms @ 14 Hz 

Cav2 4th run 6 Open loop 
   1 ms @ 14 Hz 

3.2 ms @ 14 Hz 
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5. Cavity package conditioning 

 Overview of prototype cryomodule on-resonance conditioning 

On-resonance cavity conditioning were performed after each thermal cycle at FREIA. Different loop 

settings and conditioning strategies for cavity conditioning were studied, including using SEL and open 

loop. The major difference of  these two methods is the field flatness within pulses. A SEL can 

automatically check the cavity resonant frequency without a CTS feedback and therefore maintain a 

relatively stable field level during RF conditioning while the RF field usually drops down due to the Lorentz 

force detuning in an open loop. But in the phase of  cavity conditioning, the main focus is to overcome 

the multipacting (MP) barriers so that the field flatness is not a vital item.  

Table 5 :  Major MP regions during Spoke Cavity Conditioning 

MP barrier Flattop gradient [MV/m] 

1 4.5 - 5.5 

2 6 - 8 

 

Based on the experience of  the prototype cryomodule, overall cavity conditioning takes about 2 days 

(one day for each cavity). Furthermore, no significant time variation was found among different 

conditioning strategies, and the summary of  cavity conditioning is listed in Table 4. Consequently, a simple 

strategy of  open loop with a fixed repetition rate of  14 Hz would be an optimal option for the series CM. 

Figure 20 and Figure 21 display the conditioning history of  both cavities. 

 

 

Figure 20: Cavity 1(Romea) conditioning of ESS spoke prototype cryomodule 
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Common MP bands were observed in both cavities, as listed in Table 5, which are similar to those 

during the spoke dress cavity tested in 2017 [16]. High X-ray activity was detected during the heavy MP, 

which caused high heat load in both cavities. Note that the X-ray dose meter is installed on one side of  

the CM (close to cavity 2) and therefore a higher radiation was observed for cavity 2. Here, only the relative 

trend of  radiation is considered and discussed. Unfortunately, both MP barriers and radiation level were 

reproducible after a big thermal cycle and long-term vacuum pumping but could be passed through with 

a quick power ramping. 

 

Figure 21: Cavity 2 (Giulietta) conditioning of ESS spoke prototype cryomodule 

 

 Discussion and lessons from cavity conditioning 

5.2.1.   Quench event during cavity conditioning 

The cavity conditioning aims for multipacting barriers processing which is independent of  the operating 

temperature. As the first cavity conditioning was tried at 4.2 K without appropriate interlocks, a quench 

happened at forward power of  ca. 24 kW where the quality factor of  the cavity dropped down and 

unfortunately critically coupled to the FPC. A further study of  cavity quality factor as a function of  

temperature is shown in Figure 22, in which the DSR made of  bulk niobium with a residual resistivity 

ratio (RRR) of 300 has an unloaded quality factor (Q0) similar to the FPC external quality factor (Qext) at 

the transition temperature of  9.2 K. The SEL followed the resonant frequency and fed the cavity with RF 

regardless of  frequency shift caused by the quench. Roughly a total continuous power of  the order of  1 

kW was sent to the cavity. Consequently, a helium pressure burst occurred (1.9 bar) causing the safety valve 

to open and eventually the rupture disc to brake. This incident forced a warm up of  the CM to room 

temperature and the broken rupture disc was replaced. 
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Figure 22: Simulation of ESS DSR quality factor (Q0) vs. T 

 

A quench detector system is necessary and till now is implemented at the FREIA high power test stand. 

This interlock system consists of  three parts: 

1) An interlock of  helium pressure rise and other cryogenic parameters both in software and 

hardware. Moreover, we decided to condition the cavities at 2 K with an interlock pressure of  67 

mbar.  

2) A fast interlock of  anomaly detection of  the transmitted signal during RF on.  

3) A more sophisticated quench detection system using loaded quality factor was implemented in 

the FPGA system.  

 

Figure 23: Radiation and cavity performance associated with CTS activities 
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5.2.2.  Field emission during conditioning 

During the cavity conditioning, an unexpected strong field emission associated with CTS activities was 

observed in cavity 2. In order to confirm the correlation between radiation and CTS events, the CTS was 

released and re-engaged several times meanwhile monitoring radiation and cavity performance. Figure 23 

shows the comparison of these studies. Firstly, a maximum accelerating gradient of 10.5 MV/m was 

achieved after cavity 2 conditioning follows with an excellent performance of about 0.5 W dynamic heat 

load. The radiation onset started from 8 MV/m, the radiation curve is shown as the blue curve in Figure 

23.  Please note that this conditioning process was done without the CTS disengaged. The green curve 

represents the field emission after the first run of CTS moving to the target position, from which the 

radiation onset decreased to Eacc of 7 MV/m, and the maximum Eacc degraded from 10.5 MV/m to 

about 9 MV/m. The CTS was then released and returned to the target position with the same boundary 

condition. The field emission was monitored again (red curve in Figure 23) which had the same onset 

point but higher level. Meanwhile, the dynamic heat load increased along with the radiation and the 

corresponding quality factor was slightly above 1×109 at 9 MV/m (see Figure 24). It has been concluded 

that the cavity performance degradation is strongly related to the movement of the CTS. Different 

potential causes are studied. One popular explanation is that the CTS vibration caused some contaminants 

to relocate on the resonator inner surface and became a field emitter.  

 

Figure 24: Cavity 2 performance after CTS activities. The black curve shows the vertical test result at 

IPN Orsay; The red curve represents performance after CTS activities and; the blue star is ESS goal. 

A standard 20 K thermal cycle was performed during weekend and a maximum of 40 K was reached 

in the first iteration. An outgassing up to 10-4 mbar was observed around 20 K, as shown in Figure 25, 

implying that nitrogen is vaporized from the cavity surface. Fortunately, field emission then was mitigated. 

The comparison of the cavity radiation as a function of the gradient is shown in Figure 26, in which the 

blue and the green curve represent the situation before and after the thermal cycle respectively. The cavity 

2 performance recovered as that before the CTS activities. Maximum Eacc was improved from 9 MV/m 

to 10.5 MV/m and dynamic heat load was slightly above the static one.   
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Figure 25: Outgassing as a function of temperature during 40 K thermal cycle  

 

As a conclusion, the performance degradation related to the CTS activities is only discovered in one of 

the cavities in the prototype cryomodule and is not considered as a typical phenomenon in SRF cavity. 

Also, excellent results after the thermal cycle provide a practical solution for likewise issue in the future 

series CM test. 

 

Figure 26: Radiation comparison of cavity 2 after thermal cycle 
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6. Cool down and resonant frequency measurement 

 Cool down procedure 

In total four cool down and test runs were implemented from February to September 2019. Before the 

first cooldown of the cavity package, the LN2 shield was cooled from room temperature to 90 K within 

3 hrs. All RF measurements were accomplished in the last three runs. 

 

Figure 27: Cooldown history of the prototype CM in the run #3 

 

As an example, the cooldown curve from run #3 is shown in Figure 27 [16]. Based on experience of 

the prototype cryomodule, cavity 1 (Romea) cools slower than cavity 2 (Giulietta). The time it takes from 

the starting of the LHe cooldown until both cavities have reached 4.5 K is ca. 3 hours. The cooldown 

rates for this run for ESS DSR prototype CM were considered from a starting temperature 183 K for 

cavity 1 and 182.6 K for cavity 2. To avoid risk of Q-disease, a cooling rate greater than 1 K/min was 

achieved around 100 K region. Different cooldown rates based on different temperature sensors 

conditions are: 

 

1) for cavity 1:  

 from 183.1 K ≤ TT118 ≤ 4.6 K → 1.0 K/min 

 from 150 K ≤ TT118 ≤ 50 K → 3.7 K/min  

2)  for cavity 2:  

 from 182.6 K ≤ TT218 ≤ 4.6 K → 1.3 K/min  

 from 150 K ≤ TT218 ≤ 50 K → 5.3 K/min 

 

 Resonant frequency 

S parameter measurement via vector network analyzer (VNA) was adopted for the cavity frequency 

monitoring during cool down. An example of cavity resonant frequency shifts as a function of temperature 

is shown in Figure 28.   
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Figure 28:  Frequency checking of a cavity during cooldown from 300 K to 4 K.  

 

Table 6 lists the key frequencies of the spoke cavities in the prototype cryomodule at three different 

temperatures. A common cavity behavior was observed in both cavities, with frequency increasing during 

cooldown from room temperature to 4 K and then slightly decreasing from 4 K to 2 K, but with a 

discrepancy of a factor of 2 between cavities. Statistical studies of frequency shift due to cool down will 

be performed with the 13 series cryomodules. 

Table 6: Resonant frequency of the ESS prototype cryomodule 

Parameters 
Cavity 1 (Romea) Cavity 2 (Giulietta) 

300 K 4 K 2 K 300 K 4 K 2 K 

Resonant frequency [MHz] 
351.88 

± 0.001 

352.402 

± 0.0005 

352.373 

± 0.0005 

351.91 

± 0.001 

352.20 

± 0.0005 

352.171 

± 0.0005 

Frequency shift [MHz] -- 
0.522 

± 0.001 

0.493 

± 0.001 
-- 

0.29 

± 0.001 

0.261 

± 0.001 

Frequency shift [%] -- 0.148% 0.14% -- 0.08% 0.07% 

 

7. Quality factor measurement and dynamic heat load 

 Quality factor of the prototype cryomodule 

The quality factor measurement of the ESS DSR prototype cryomodule is based on the calorimetrical 

method, where the liquid helium evaporation is measured via the flowmeter (FT551) placed after the sub-

atmospheric pumps. It is noticeable that the mass flow variations are greatly depending on the opening 

for helium inlet valve (CV01). All measurements of quality factor were carried out by having a fixed 
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opening for valve CV01 and most were by having the CTS engaged. The typical opening value for CV01 

is around 43% for cavity 1 and 44% for cavity 2, which can best balance helium input and consumption, 

and therefore keeps more or less a constant helium level in the cavities. Due to the RF station technical 

issue, simultaneously running of both cavities in the cryomodule was not available.  The cavity was then 

operated at a pulse mode with 14 Hz repetition rate one after the other.  

Both cavities in the prototype CM achieved a maximum gradient beyond the nominal accelerating 

gradient, 15 MV/m for cavity 1 and 10.5 MV/m for cavity 2 respectively. The first thing to notice after 

the cavity conditioning is that, independent of the gradient, the heat loads are very similar, amounting to 

ca. 0.5 W. It is not possible to see a difference among the heat loads when at low gradients and only a few 

points around nominal gradient were chose for the quality factor measurement. The initial results of the 

quality factor of the spoke cavity vs. gradient curve are shown in Figure 29 and Figure 30. Q0 way higher 

than the ESS target of 1.5×109 were observed in both cavities. The heat load for both spoke cavities comes 

from an open loop measurement carried out in test run #2 in June 2019. 

 

 

Figure 29: Cavity 1 performance as a function of accelerating gradient 

 

In general, the dynamic heat load measurement showed that the cavity power consumption is around 

0.5 W and therefore the intrinsic quality factor is consistent with the vertical test. It proves the success of 

cavity post-processing procedure and cryomodule assembly and definitely is an excellent example for the 

coming 13 cryomodules. Different test methods and condition controls were studied for cross-checking 

the heat load measurement (see section 6.2.). It is concluded that Q0 estimation by the mass flow cannot 

provide enough resolution if the dynamic heat load is below 1W, which is the situation in the prototype 

cryomodule test. 
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Figure 30: Cavity 2 performance as a function of accelerating gradient 

 
Considering the systematic uncertainty of the heat load measurement is about ± 0.5 W, which is exactly 

the same magnitude of the measured value, it becomes the dominating part of cavity quality factor error. 

The uncertainty estimation will not be discussed in this report. 

 Dynamic loss estimation 

The static heat loads about 11 W for the prototype cryomodule at 2 K have been measured by closing the 

inlet valve CV01 and waiting for some minutes for the flow FT551 to stabilize before making any 

measurement.  

 

Figure 31: Dynamic loss vs. accelerating gradient for cavity 1  
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Table 7: Summary of dynamic heat load of cavity 1 in the prototype cryomodule 

Eacc [MV/m] Dynamic RF load [W] Measure uncertainty [W] 

6.95 0.37 0.45 

8.99 0.60 0.43 

11.00 0.70 0.43 

13.99 0.81 0.46 

14.98 0.98 0.39 

 

Examples of dynamic heat load of both cavities are graphically shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32 and 

the corresponding data is listed in Table 7 and Table 8. Independently of the accelerating gradient there is 

no discernible heat load, which for all cases is below 1 W. 

 

Figure 32: Dynamic loss vs. accelerating gradient for cavity 2  

 

Since the dynamic heat loads measured previously at some gradients were not discernible, 

measurements done by increasing the power given to the heater in the diphasic tube (EH903) were first 

implemented to check the reliability of the flow meter. Note that except the difference of heat source, all 

other conditions, such as fixed CV01 opening and CTS engagement, were exactly the same as the cavity 

dynamic heat load measurement. The power level driven by the heater EH903 was from 0.5 W to 3 W 

and these tests concluded that the values given by the flow meter FT551 are consistent with the reference 

value. Thus 0.5 W differential power is not discernible with the flow meter method. 
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Table 8: Summary of dynamic heat load of cavity 2 in ESS DSR prototype cryomodule 

Eacc [MV/m] Dynamic RF load [W] Measure uncertainty [W] 

8.00 0.39 0.40 

8.54 0.42 0.41 

8.96 0.54 0.40 

9.50 0.42 0.43 

10.00 0.53 0.39 

 

Different test methods and condition controls were then studied to find a reliable and accurate way to 

measure dynamic heat loads. These measurements were mainly applied on the cavity 1. 

First, tests were calculating the dynamic heat loads with different CV01 opening. A fixed opening of 

45%, 43% and 0% were compared. A comparison is shown in Figure 33. Although the heat load is slightly 

dependant on the CV01 opening, as seen before, all cases were below 1 W. 

 

Figure 33: Heat load measurement of cavity 1 with different helium inlet valve opening. The horizontal 

axis position represents the measurement number of logical order, which are convenient for data 

comparison and are consistent with those in the cryogenic report [16]. 

Secondly, different loop setting, open loop or FB regulation, without the heater EH903 on were 

studied. The major difference of the above two settings focus on the field flatness. Because of the LFD, 

the cavity is detuned at high fields and the cavity voltage is consequently deformed during the pulse.  In 

an open loop, without LFD compensation, the average accelerating gradient is always less than the setpoint 

which directly leads to a lower dynamic heat load. With an FB regulation at FREIA, a field flatness for the 
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ESS spoke cavity better than 1% is achieved. A comparison of this studies is shown in Figure 34. As 

before, the dynamic heat loads up to 15 MV/m are below 1 W.  

 

Figure 34: Heat load measurement for cavity 1 with different loop settings 

Another way to measure dynamic heat loads is via the pressure rise when closing the inlet (CV01) and 

outlet (CV551) valves. Test algorithm of this method could be found in the previous test of ESS spoke 

cavity at FREIA [9][17]. The more heat into the bath the faster the pressure rise, and thus the calibration 

can be done by increasing the heat power into the bath via the heater and measuring the pressure increase 

for different power values. These calibration slopes are then compared to the cavity under a certain 

gradient to calculate the dynamic heat load. Respect to the ESS prototype cryomodule, this method did 

not improve heat load measurement. 

More details of above studies are discussed in reference[16]. It is concluded that Q0 estimation by the 

mass flow cannot provide an enough resolution if the dynamic heat load is below 1 W. The plausible heat 

load lower than 1 W at nominal gradient is way better than the ESS target of 2.5 W. For such a world-

class accelerator facility, which cooling capacity has a margin by a factor of 2 more than the operating 

value, huger effort for increasing measurement accuracy in the order of some 0.1 W is luxury and will not 

provide any practical meaning. For this reason, simple heat load measurement via the flowmeter (FT551) 

placed after the sub-atmospheric pumps will be used in the future for all series CM tests. 
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Figure 35: Top left: Forward (black), reflected (red) and transmitted (green) signal during 3.2 ms pulses. 
Top right: Calibration by complex signal fitting. Bottom left: Lorentz force detuning of ESS DSR cavity 
at 9 MV/m (open loop). Bottom right: Loaded Q of 1.8 ×105 from the complex signal data calculation 

8. Other cavity measurements of interest 

 Lorentz force detuning  

For a pulsed accelerator such as ESS, the dynamic LFD caused by the deformation of  the cavity wall with 

an accelerating electromagnetic field leads to beam instability. By monitoring and manipulating the 

complex signal from the cavity during a pulse, LFD at different accelerating gradients have been studied 

by using a FPGA-based LabView program at FREIA. Details about this program and test procedure can 

be found in [18]. 

In this test, cases both in open loop and FB close loop were studied. First, an accelerating gradient of  

9 MV/m in an open loop was applied. In this case, the cavity forward pulse is 3.2 ms long and with a 

simple square-like shape, as shown in the top left graph in Figure 35. The experimental result is shown in 

the bottom left graph of  Figure 35, which suggests that the LFD is around 250 Hz. Also, from the 

calculation by using the instantaneous half bandwidth, a loaded quality factor of 1.8×105 was obtained, 

which is consistent with the measurement with a vector network analyzer. When at operation at ESS, the 

DSR cryomodule will be charged to the nominal field within 300 µs by a close loop control. An example 

of the pulse profile under an FB mode at 9 MV/m is shown in the top graph in Figure 36, where a RF 

power roughly 6 dB higher than the flattop was applied during the filling time. For a nominal accelerating 
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gradient of  9 MV/m, a bigger frequency shift of  about 320 Hz due to the Lorentz fore was therefore 

observed under the FB control mode, as shown in the bottom graph in Figure 36. Note that the 

deformation of  the cavity was restricted by the stepper motor engaged in both tests. Compare to tuning 

range of  piezo tuners, the LFD is within the compensation capacity. More study details are discussed in 

the section of  “CTS study”. 

 

 

Figure 36: Top: Forward (black), reflected (red) and transmitted (green) signal with FB mode. Bottom: 

Lorentz force detuning of ESS DSR cavity at 9 MV/m. 

 

 Pressure sensitivity 

The frequency sensitivity as a function of helium pressure was monitored during cool down from 4.2 K 

to 2 K, where the helium pressure reduced from roughly one atmosphere to 31 mbar. Figure 37 shows an 

example of frequency shift along the helium pressure change in the ESS prototype cryomodule. Similar 

pressure sensitivity of both cavities in the prototype cryomodule have been found and are listed in Table 

9.  

Table 9: Summary of pressure sensitivity of the ESS DSR cryomodule 

Frequency sensitivity to Pressure 

[Hz/mbar] 

Cavity 1 (Romea) Cavity 2 (Giulietta) 

27.6 28.57 
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Figure 37: Example of cavity 2 frequency along the pressure during cooldown to 2 K in the ESS 

prototype CM. The red curve represents the cavity temperature; The blue curve represents the cavity 

frequency and; The black curve represents the helium pressure 

 Cavity voltage filling time 

During ESS operation, the filling time of the spoke cavity is on the order of 300 µs, so the total RF pulse 

length is approximately 3.5 ms and the total duty factor is 4.9 % [19]. The cavity filling time discussed in 

this report is defined as the time period at which the cavity is charged to a desired voltage from zero. Three 

different filling times of the ESS spoke cavity, including natural filling time, 300 µs and the fastest filling 

with the peak power of RF station, are studied. The validation test of the filling time of ESS DSR 

cryomodule was carried out in an open loop, which provides better understanding of the balance between 

RF power consumption and cavity charge procedure.  

 

 

Figure 38: Example of nature filling of 800 µs of cavity 1 in the ESS prototype cryomodule. Forward 

pulse (green), reflected profile (blue) and transmitted profile (purple). 
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Figure 38 gives an example of the cavity voltage as a function of time in the open loop, in which the 

forward pulse is a simple square-like shape with 110 kW forward power. Ramping up from noise to a 

flattop gradient of 9 MV/m, the cavity voltage took about 800 µs with zero pre-detuning.  

 

 

Figure 39: Example of 300 µs filling @ 200 kW with Forward pulse (green), reflected profile (blue) and 

transmitted profile (purple). 

     

Figure 39 shows the pulse profile while building a field up to 9 MV/m within 300 µs. A higher power 

of about 250 kW during the filling time is required and then is cut down to 110 kW to maintain the nominal 

field. With a peak power of 400 kW from the RF station, the charging curves are shown in Figure 40 , the 

filling time can be compressed as short as 130 µs. In this way, the cavity system provides an easy condition 

for the LLRF system.  

 

 

Figure 40: Example of 130 µs filling @ 400 kW with Forward pulse (green), reflected profile (blue) and 

transmitted profile (purple). 

 

Table 10 list a summary of the RF power required by different filling times in an open loop. All 

measured data is consistent with the simulation[9]. Only a slight difference has been found between the 

two cavities in the prototype cryomodule, which can be explained by the slight difference of Qext of the 

FPCs. 
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Table 10: Summary of forward RF power required for different filling times 

Cav1 Cav2 

110 kW @ 800 µs filling 

200 kW @ 300 µs filling 

250 kW @ 200 µs filling 

400 kW @ 130 µs filling 

105 kW @ 800 µs filling 

170 kW @ 300 µs filling 

200 kW @ 200 µs filling 

400 kW @ 120 µs filling 

            

  FB operation by the ESS LLRF system 

The ESS LLRF system will apply both feedforward (FF) and feedback (FB) mechanisms for accelerator 

commissioning. PI control, as a classical FB algorithm, will be used in this system. With a prototype LLRF 

control system, this FB operation has been successfully tested at FREIA with the whole chain of RF 

station, RF distribution and the DSR prototype cryomodule. Since the CTS feedback system is still under 

development, the ESS LLRF FB control used only RF power compensation. With this method, both phase 

and amplitude information are sampled, calibrated and compared to the setpoint in the LLRF system. A 

higher RF power led by an adjustable RF signal from the LLRF FB is then sent to the cavity to compensate 

the accelerating field instability and to maintain the cryomodule parameters, such as cavity voltage 

amplitude, phase and field flatness, within the operation tolerance. Limited by the unavailability of two 

operational RF stations, the FB operation of the ESS DSR prototype CM was carried out one after the 

other at 2 K.  

 

Figure 41: FB operation of cavity 1 of ESS prototype CM at 9 MV/m 

 
Before FB operation, some key analog monitor channels of the LLRF system have been calibrated by 

a known power from a signal generator. An ideal calibration should be implemented at a power level 

similar to that at nominal field. In the case of ESS DSR cryomodule, with a nominal gradient of 9 MV/m, 

about 29 dBm should be detected at the pickup antenna which is beyond the limit of the signal generator.  

Considering the analog to digital converter (ADC) module in the LLRF is linear, the calibration was started 

at a lower power and then was completed with help of a linear interpolation. The interlock of cavity field 

(transmitted voltage) was set as 1 MV/m higher than the nominal value. Take for example cavity 2, the 
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cavity was tuned to nominal frequency of 352.21 MHz by the stepper motor tuner. After RF on at low 

gradient, the phase and gain parameters in the PI were then calibrated to 0 and 1 respectively. Eventually, 

different PI parameters were optimized to ramp up the field and meanwhile maintaining the flatness.  

 

 

Figure 42: FB operation of cavity 2 of ESS prototype CM at 9 MV/m 

 

Performance of FB operation is promising in both cavities. Figure 41 and Figure 42 show the pulse 

profile of the two cavities at 9 MV/m. The field flatness during the flattop managed by only FB control is 

within 1%. In the best case, the length of flattop is around 2.8 ms which is very close to the target length 

of 2.86 ms. To manage such performance, a peak power about 380 kW is required during the filling time 

for cavity 1 while that of cavity 2 is slightly lower (350 kW). It is worthy to mention that the peak power 

during filling time in these tests just provide a reference for the ESS Linac operation, because FF will be 

the major mode used during the filling time. Note the optimal PI parameters control for each cavity are 

different and therefore a non-negligible study time is required and should be considered in the test schedule 

of series CM.  

Till now, the ESS LLRF firmware is updated for synchronization. With the new LLRF, operating on 

two RF stations simultaneously has been validated and will be used on the series CMs. 

 CTS study 

8.5.1.  Tuning sensitivity 

The CTS function with cavity was fully studied [20]. Throughout the tests of the prototype CM at 2 K, 

the CTS was tuned to the target frequency every day before RF measurements and then was fully released 

during work-off time for safety.  The repeatability of the stepper tuner for both CTSs were therefore 

studied with either SEL and VNA, and a promising linearity was discovered without any missing step. 

After the validation of the linear tuning sensitivity, just the turning of the stepper motor is sufficient for 

frequency pre-tuning, which obviously provides an easy operation in the ESS tunnel.  
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Figure 43: Tuning sensitivity of CTS 1 

 

The behavior of the CTS 1 at 31 mbar helium pressure is shown in Figure 43 and Figure 44, while those 

for CTS 2 are shown in Figure 45 and Figure 46. With respect to the CTS design, 256 motor turns make 

a full shaft turn which corresponding to a motor motion of 0.1 mm. Tuning sensitivity for the CTS 1 is 

56.836 kHz/mm @ 2 K while for the CTS 2 is 82.576 kHz/mm. Here the distance is defined as the 

motion of the shaft in the beam line direction, which is half of the deformation at beam line direction. For 

CTS1 there was a dead zone of about 0.4 mm while cavity 2 is more sensitive and slightly tuned from the 

beginning of the motion of CTS 2. Note that despite different tuning sensitivities, the linear zone for both 

CTSs starts from 1mm motor position and keeps until 1.5 mm. The limitation of CTS motion of 2 mm, 

corresponding to a maximum displacement of 1 mm along the beam axis, means that a safe motion during 

operation from 1 mm to 1.5 mm should be used for cavity pre-tuning [21]. 

 

  

Figure 44 :Tuning linearity of CTS 1. Left: Tuning sensitivity around linear zone and Right: Frequency 

shift along motor position 
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Figure 45: Tuning sensitivity of CTS 2  

 
The discrepancy between tuning sensitivities might imply that cavities have different stiffness from 

difference procedure in the production.  With the same motion of CTSs, the tuning range is therefore 

different between cavity 1 and 2. Some key parameters of CTS are listed in Table 11.  

   

Figure 46: Tuning linearity of CTS 2. Left: Tuning sensitivity around linear zone and Right: Frequency 

shift along motor position 

 

On the other hand, temperature increment caused by CTS stepper motor motion was within 10 K. 

Typical temperature ranges of both CTSs are:  

1) CTS1: from 107K-> 116K 

2) CTS2: from 75K-> 85K 

Table 11: Summary of CTS test 

Parameters CTS1 CTS2 

Stepper motor tuning Range [kHz] 54.4 85.5 

Tuning Sensitivity [kHz/mm] 56.836 82.576 
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Different temperature ranges for the CTSs are mainly due to the different structure design. Namely, 

the CTS 1 is installed with a disengage safety system which has much bigger cold-mass and therefore need 

longer time for cooldown while the CTS 2 is with a normal design. Some more details of this disengage 

system will be discussed in section 8.5.4. 

8.5.2. Fast piezo actuator DC Characteristic 

Several types of piezo are installed in the prototype cryomodule, with details listed in Table 12. Note that 

only piezo actuator type NAC2022 version will be envisaged in series ESS DSR cryomodules. 

Characteristic of piezo at 2 K has been studied at FREIA and Table 13 shows the capacitance of the piezo 

actuators measured at different temperatures.  

Table 12 : Piezo installed in the ESS prototype cryomodule 

Piezo number Piezo type 

P1 at CTS 1 NAC2022-H72 

P2 at CTS 1 NAC5022-H72 

P1 at CTS 2 NAC2022-H36 (x2) 

P2 at CTS 2 NAC2022-H36 (x2) 

 
Different types of piezo have been studied and compared with a DC voltage charge while monitoring 

the frequency shift. Within these measurements, the phase shift of a zero-span signal that passing through 

the cavity system is detected while strictly controlling the piezo high voltage. Then the frequency shift due 

the piezo deformation was estimated based on the phase shift information read from the cavity.  

Table 13: Capacitance of spoke cavity piezo  

Parameter Cavity temperature P1 at CTS 1 P2 at CTS 1 P1 at CTS 2 P2 at CTS 2 

Capacitance 
[µF] 

293 K 15.6 14.5 14 13.2 

2 K 4 3.7 3.8 3.5 

 

 
To understand the piezo functionality thoroughly, different high voltage range applications have been 

studied: 

1)  Bipolar: -40 V to +200 V 

2)  Unipolar: 0 V to +200 V 
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Figure 47: Frequency shift as a function of unipolar high voltage for NAC2022 piezo 

 

Figure 47 and Figure 48 show the tuning curve with a DC voltage of piezo1 at CTS1(NAC2022) after 

piezo activation. The summary of piezo tuning range is listed in Table 14.  

Table 14:  Piezo actuator tuning range for different control voltage 

Piezo Tuning Range P1 at CTS 1 P1 at CTS 2 P2 at CTS 2 

Unipolar (0V→200V) 694Hz 465Hz 626Hz 

Bipolar (-40V→200V) 936Hz 692Hz 821Hz 

 
From the test result, a tuning range of 694 Hz with an unipolar voltage application seems adequate 

for LFD, which is about 300 Hz for ESS DSR cavity. Therefore, unipolar voltage will be an easier and 

more stable solution for DSR module operation. 

 

 

Figure 48: Frequency shift as a function of bipolar high voltage for NAC2022 piezo 
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8.5.3. Fast piezo actuator compensation 

The major mission of the fast piezo, type NAC2022 version, is to compensate LFD in a pulse operation 

mode of 14 Hz. At FREIA, a primarily online piezo compensation with a sine-wave control signal is tested 

at nominal gradient of 9 MV/m. This test was mainly completed remotely by colleagues from Lodz 

university with the help of FREIA. Note that only compensation with an open loop setting has been tried 

and no feedforward control is involved. A cheerful result was obtained with a bipolar voltage control of 

± 30 V @ 560 Hz, as shown in Figure 49. Compared to the LFD of 250 Hz for an ESS DSR cavity in an 

open loop, the frequency shift with the piezo compensation is less than 80 Hz.  More studies will be 

continued with the series DSR cryomodules. 

 

Figure 49: Fast compensation by piezo at 9 MV/m  

 

8.5.4. Disengaging system  

A disengaging safety system, as shown in Figure 50, is adopted only in CTS1 of the prototype cryomodule 

and will be used as a standard component for series cryomodule. As a passive protection, this disengaging 

system acts if as a mechanical switch which can release the system above 200 K or couple the system at a 

temperature lower than 120 K [22]. It is an important approach to avoid further damage of pre-tuned CTS 
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and cavity if the mechanical screw or motor is stuck. This disengaging system has been, for the first time, 

tested at FREIA in the prototype cryomodule. 

        

a)                                                               b) 

Figure 50: Comparison structure. a) CTS1 installed with disengage system (The section within the red 

box is the disengage system) and b) CTS2 (without disengage system). 

 

To check the functionality of the disengage system, we firstly warmed up the CTS system with a local 

heater (EH921). With a thermo sensor (TT609) attached to the disengaging system, the cavity frequency 

as a function of the CTS temperature was continuously monitored. Since the cavity was pre-pulled by the 

stepper motor, a frequency drop-back can be used as an indicator when the CTS is disconnected. At the 

same time, key parameters such as disengaging temperature, cavity behavior and warm up curve provide 

a further understanding of this system. According to the design, this system might disengage around 200 

K and then get stable until warm up to 300 K. After disengagement, the heater TT609 kept the system 

temperature around 285 K with an auto regulation. The CTS was slowly and smoothly released to its home 

position. Afterwards, the heater was turned off and the CTS was cool down to 2 K.  The disengaging 

system will re-engage mechanically after cooler than 120 K. Finally, the CTS will be tuned to the target 

position and checked tuning reproducibility after re-engagement.  
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Figure 51: Warm up history of disengage system 

 
Figure 51 shows the warming curve of the disengaging system. From experience, the temperature of 

the CTS rose from around 95 K to 200 K after an hour of heating (EH921). Then, a higher heating slop 

was observed after 200 K. Figure 52 shows the cavity frequency with temperature, the frequency dropped 

about 30 kHz from the starting frequency of 352.405 MHz. This implies that the disengagement happened 

around 200 K. Also, the faster temperature increment is because the heater was working on the CTS with 

a less thermo conductance.  

 

Figure 52: Cavity frequency as a function of CTS temperature 

 
The disengagement happened in three steps, as shown in Figure 53 [23]. Around 200 K, the frequency 

drop began slowly, about 1.5 kHz difference was observed. Around 208 K, a faster slop of frequency 

dropping continued for a short while and then the cavity frequency fully dropped back and became stable 

at 210 K. This disengaging system is functional as expected in the prototype cryomodule and about 1 hour 

of heating is what it takes to launch the disengagement action.  
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Figure 53: Zoom in of frequency jump during disengagement 

 

The CTS was kept around 285 K while moving the stepper tuner back to the home position within 1 

hour. Figure 54 shows the re-cooling curve after turning off the heater. The CTS was cooled down 

exponentially and slowly. Note the temperature read-out system did not work for a short while during the 

cooldown and therefore an exponential fitting was assumed, as shown in the red curve in Figure 54.  Later 

a similar tuning sensitivity of the CTS after re-engagement assured the mechanical attachment was 

appropriate, as shown in Figure 55. In this test, it took more than 40 hours to reach the safe temperature 

of 120 K for tuner test and it will be the same case in the ESS tunnel. Due to the tight test schedule, this 

disengaging system will only be tested on the prototype cryomodule.  

 

 

Figure 54: Re-cool down curve of the system after disengagement. The black curve shows the measured 

data while the red one shows the interpolation. 
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Figure 55: Comparison of the CTS tuning sensitivity before and after disengagement.  

9. Production testing plan 

Due to a tight schedule, FREIA will prepare the acceptance testing of 13 spoke series cryomodules. The 

first series cryomodule will arrive at FREIA around March 2019. Apart from the first two cryomodules, 

FREIA is expected to deliver a cryomodule to ESS every month.  Therefore, only some key items are 

included in the acceptance test: 

1) Warm test 

a. Central cavity frequency 

b. Qext 

c. Coupler warm conditioning 

2) Cool down 

a. Frequency shift due to cool down 

b. Pressure sensitivity 

3) Cold test 

a. Coupler cold conditioning 

b. Loaded Q and Qext 

c. Tuning range of the slow stepper tuner 

d. Cavity conditioning 

e. Static heat load of CM 

f. Q0  

g. Dynamic heat load 

h. Nominal gradient of 9 MV/m 

i. Stabilization of the cavity field 
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10. Summary 

The qualification of the DSR prototype cryomodule represents an important milestone before cryomodule 

commissioning. The whole chain of two RF stations, RF distribution, two FPCs, prototype CM, CTS and 

LLRF system was successfully tested at FREIA Laboratory.  

Following key tests were validated for the prototype CM: 

1) RF conditioning of the FPCs and the DSRs one after the other was successfully performed at 

warm and cold temperature. In the prototype CM test, simultaneously conditioning and cavities 

operation were not performed due to two external reasons: limit of availability of two operating 

RF stations and ESS LLRF firmware update for synchronization.  

From system trouble shooting work at FREIA, TH595 tetrode tube instability was found to be 

a bottle-neck of the RF station. On the other hand, critical timing synchronization for two LLRF 

sub-systems requires debugging before commissioning on both cavities simultaneously. Above 

fact was somehow overlooked in the initial planning and is found to be crucial steps for the 

project. These constructive feedbacks were therefore sent to corresponding partners and led to 

successful TH595 tube investigation, optimization of RF stations operation and available LLRF 

system. Till now, the updated ESS LLRF system operating on two RF stations simultaneously 

has been validated and will be used on the series CMs. 

2) One DSR was successfully tuned to the ESS operating frequency of 352.21 MHz. Note that the 

other DSR was about 200 kHz above the target frequency and was beyond the CTS tuning range. 

3) Accelerating field and heat load of both DSRs were successfully measured in a pulse mode at 

high RF power. Both cavities in the prototype cryomodule achieved nominal accelerating 

gradient. Based on the calorimetrical method, the dynamic heat load measurement showed that 

the cavity power consumption is around 0.5 W and therefore the intrinsic quality factor is 

consistent with the vertical test. 

4) Lorentz force detuning of both DSRs was studied at nominal gradient and was confirmed to be 

within the fast piezo actuator tuning range. However, microphonics is depended on the 

mechanical structure and ambient noise, the result from FREIA environment will not fully 

represent that at the ESS tunnel. Furthermore, microphonics test is not feasible in the ultra- 

tight test schedule. We decided to withdraw microphonics test. 

5) Frequency sensitivity of the DSRs with respect to temperature and helium pressure variations 

was studied. 

6) Successful cool down of the DSRs from room temperature to 2K and stable operation 

temperature during excitation at full RF power were verified. 

Some major performance parameters of the ESS DSR prototype cryomodule are listed in Table 15. 

Some experience gained from the prototype cryomodule test provide guidance for the coming CM 

tests: 

1) Long time conditioning of FPC is required due to cross contamination, 

2) Low pumping capacity and technical problem of RF station are the bottle-neck of speeding up 

test, 

3) Strange field emission after CTS motion is observed but recovered after the thermal cycle, 
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4) Open loop and ESS LLRF FB control will be the major method for CM tests,  

5) Dynamic heat load of 0.5 W for each cavity is within the measurement uncertainty. 

 

Table 15: Summary of ESS DSR prototype cryomodule performance 

Parameters Cavity 1 Cavity 2 Target value 

Resonant frequency at 2K [MHz] 352.373 ± 0.0005 352.171 ± 0.0005 352.21 

Maximum gradient [MV/m] 15 10.5 ≥9 

Q0 @ 9 MV/m ≥ 5.89 E 9 ≥ 7.34 E 9 1.5 E 9 

Dynamic heat load [W] @ 9 MV/m < 1 < 1 2.5 

Frequency shift from 300 K to 2 K [kHz] 493± 1 261± 1 -- 

Pressure sensitivity [Hz/mbar] 27.6 28.5 26 

 
 
CTS 

Tuning sensitivity [kHz/mm] 56.836 82.576 -- 

Stepper tuner tuning range [kHz] 54.4 85.5 -- 

Fast piezo tuning range [Hz] 
694 Hz @ unipolar 
936 Hz @ bipolar 

626 Hz @ unipolar 
821 Hz @ bipolar 

-- 

RF power required for filling time 200 kW @ 300 us 
250 kW @ 200 us 
400 kW @ 130 us 

170 kW @ 300 us 
200 kW @ 200 us 
400 kW @ 120 us 

<400 kW 

LFD @ 9MV/m 250 Hz @ open loop 
320 Hz @ FB mode 

250 Hz @ open loop 
320 Hz @ FB mode 

-- 

Lund system FB control   Manage flatness within 1% -- 
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